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Third Grade Science Book for kids ages 8-9Support your child’s educational journey with
Spectrum Grade 3 Science Workbook that teaches basic science skills to 3rd grade
students.3rd Grade Science Workbooks are a great way for students to learn essential science
skills surrounding space, life science, Earth science, science and technology, and more through
a variety of activities that are both fun AND educational!Why You’ll Love This Science
BookEngaging and educational activities. “An underwater world”, “Rocks from space”, and
“Movie magic” are a few of the fascinating lessons that help inspire learning into your child’s
curriculum.Testing progress along the way. Chapter reviews, a mid-test, and a final test are
included to test student knowledge. An answer key is included in the back of the 3rd grade book
to track your child’s progress along the way before moving on to new and exciting
lessons.Practically sized for every activity The 144-page science workbook is sized at about 8
inches x 10 ½ inches—giving your child plenty of space to complete each exercise.About
SpectrumFor more than 20 years, Spectrum has provided solutions for parents who want to help
their children get ahead, and for teachers who want their students to meet and exceed set
learning goals—providing workbooks that are a great resource for both homeschooling and
classroom curriculum.The 3rd Grade Workbook Contains:7 chapters and bonus research
extension activitiesChapter reviews, mid-test, a final test, and an answer keyPerfectly sized at
about 8” x 10 ½”

" If you want to know why onions make you cry, are terrified by hollandaise orcurious to find out
why good cooks add old oil to new, this is the book for you.The recipes not only tell you the what,
but also the why. I learned a lot." — Ruth Reichl, editor in chief Gourmet magazine --
ReviewAbout the AuthorRUSS PARSONS is the food and wine columnist of the Los Angeles
Times. He is the author of the best-selling How to Read a French Fry, a winner of multiple James
Beard Awards for his journalism, and the recipient of the IACP/Bert Greene Award for
distinguished writing.He lives in California, which produces more than half of the fruits and
vegetables grown in this country. He has been writing about food and agriculture for more than
twenty years.
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Valerie Robinson, “Great. The book is very informative and my granddaughter loves it. Easy to
follow.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very good book.. I purchased this book to add to the homeschool
curriculum. I was pleasantly surprised at the layout. Not only does it teach science but it is
excellent for reading comprehension. 10/10 would recommend.”

Elle, “Great for Lesson Starters. We use this for our homeschool science curriculum. However,
this book is NOT in-depth. They read one page on the topic and the next page asks them
questions about the topic that only requires them to look for the answers in the text they just
read. I have to supplement a lot with videos and printables for them to actually learn the
concepts. The science books are great for topic starters but know that you'll need to supplement
to reinforce the concept. A plus: the book does have a chapter review. Again, it is not in-depth. It
only asks 1-2 questions from each lesson. I DO recommend Spectrum's Geography, Writing,
and Language Arts book. We also use them and those particular books are really great. For
Language Arts, I supplement with worksheets and IXL review. The others are fantastic and
require no additional supplements.My suggestion:This science book + printable(s) + video(s) +
small project. Otherwise, they won't be familiar enough with the topic covered on just one page
unless. I like to make sure they fully grasp the topic they are learning about and retain that
information.”

Hanna, “Good for 4th Grader. My 4th grader got B on his last transcript. We never studied
anything Science at home, so I bought this to restart the basics. He was reluctant so I explained
he needs to improve his weakness, also I made a deal giving 20 min. ipad time if he finished a
page.Now he is eager to work on this, and said this is easy.So after seeing his 5 pages of work,
I've ordered 5th Grade book for summer to prep him for next year, Grade 5.It'll be challenge but
we have time in summer, so it'll be good exercise.I don't think my entering 3rd Grader can read
this workbook. I'm sure she'll hate this.Don't expect kids understand Science if you gave this
book.Parents need to check the answers and point out how they can improve the answers and
comprehension.If you are not ready for parent/kids Science time, this won't be useful.”

A. Torres, “Perfect. I ordered this book for my daughter after I got a higher grade level of the
same version for my son. It was one of the first workbooks I got for her to do during the covid-19
quarantine. I think it is a nice science book, diverse topics, and has nice engaging questions for
the kids to answer at the end. I would buy it again.”

Ramesh babu Thondepu, “Not. Less”



Amin Changizi, “Good book for grade 2. It has good topics for kids, but my daughter in grade two
can read and understand it easily. I think the book is not for grade 3 it should be used for grade
2.”

gianpietro, “Libro perfe. Perfetto...arrivato in anticipo”

     , “    .       ”

The book by Margaret J. Anderson has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 1,170 people have provided
feedback.



Language: English
Item Weight: 12.8 ounces
Dimensions: 8.3 x 0.38 x 10.8 inches
Paperback: 144 pages
Reading age: 8+ years, from customers
Lexile measure: 550L
Grade level: 3 and up
Hardcover: 32 pages
Board book: 12 pages
Library Binding: 128 pages
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